
Williams System 11 test Eprom

Preface

This test Eprom is directly derived from the Data East test Eprom i programmed earlier. 

System 11 boards

Quite a lot games were produced based on the system 11 boards. During the years system 11 boards
appeared in 4 versions with only small differences:

• Williams system 11. Used in games as High Speed and Grand Lizard. These boards can be 
recognized by the 7 segment display nearby the battery holder. It is also equiped with sound 
circuitry and amplifier.

• Williams system 11A. Used in games as F14 Tomcat, Pin Bot and Fire! This board is about 
the same as the system 11 board. The 7 segment display used at system 11 boards is replaced
by 3 LED's. The inputs for the special solenoid circuitry (slingshots and popbumpers) are 
now protected by a 6V2 zenerdiode.

• Williams system 11B. Most common system 11 board. Used in games like Banzai Run, 
Earthshaker, Taxi, Whirlwind and many others. This board is the same as the system 11A 
board, only the sound amplifier is missing. Capable of running with 2kB 24 pin or 8kB 28 
pin SRAM devices at U25.

• Williams system 11C. Same as 11B but now the complete sound circuitry is missing. Used 
in Bug's Bunny, Rollergames, DrDude for example.

Files

• WMS_sys11_U27_test.bin  → program in a 27256 32kB Eprom. Contains the “main” test 
code. The system 11 board starts executing code from socket U27.

• WMS_sys11_U26_test.bin → program in a 27256 32kB Eprom. Optional testeprom which 
test the $4000 ~ $7fff memory range for socket U26. Only to be used in addition to 
WMS_sys11_U27_test.bin

Testing a system 11 CPU board with the test Eprom

Remove the regular game rom's and install test Eprom U27. Optionally, install test Eprom U26 if 
you want to test the functioning of socket U26. The regular audio ROM´s can remain in their 
sockets; they don't affect the functioning of the test Eprom's.

For indication of the test results an LED is needed. Connect it to addressline a8 from the 6802/6808 
CPU U15, pin 17 and +5Volts. Use a 1 kOhm series resistor in order not to overload the addressline 
or burn the LED to death......



Connect the CPU board to +12V (to bring the reset circuitry to live) and +5V (Logic circuitry).
If desired, you can run the board on a single +5V powersupply also; release the /reset by connecting
the Anode of zenerdiode ZR1 to +5V. Observe the addressline a8 LED now. A good functioning 
board should show the following sequence of flashes......

* long flash
This one is indicating the program is running. Clock circuitry, reset circuitry and circuitry between 
processor and testeprom located at U15 appears to be ok.

* blurry flash followed by a short flash
The 2kB SRAM located at U25 is tested ok. Check the following if the test stalls:
– traces and socket
– the chip itself
– selection circuitry.

Note: at system 11B and C boards a 28 pin 8kB SRAM is or can be installed, however, by design 
only 2kB can be used.

* 2 short flashes

The IRQ generator is tested successfully. Check the 4020 counter and belonging circuitry if the test 
stalls. Also the 6802/6808 processor U15 can be the culprit if the test fails to pass.



PIA test

After testing the IRQ generator the PIA's will be initialized. The Diagnostic LED turns off and will 
show you a sequence of flashes (the addressline a8 LED will flash along). Observe the Diagnostic 
LED and/or the addressline a8 for the first generation system 11 boards:

– 1 flash. Display PIA U51 initialized correctly. This PIA also controls the Diagnostic LED and 
triggers the Blanking circuitry

– a burst of 2 flashes. Lamp matrix PIA U54 initialized correctly.

– a burst of 3 flashes. Switch matrix PIA U38 initialized correctly.

– a burst of 4 flashes. Solenoid PIA U10 initialized correctly.

– a burst of 5 flashes. Sound control PIA U42 initialized correctly.

– a burst of 6 flashes. Alphanummeric segment control PIA U41 initialized correctly.

Note 1: The test program will not stall in these tests.  If a PIA test fails, the program will just skip 
the indication for that PIA and continue to test the next PIA. So, if you see 1 flash at the PIA LED 
followed by 3 flashes, this means the LampMatrix PIA failed to pass the initialization test.

Note 2: Although a PIA can pass the initialization test it is still possible an input or output is 
defective.

After the PIA initialization test, the Input/Output test will follow.....

Input / Output test

In the PIA I/O test all outputs will alternate between 0 and 5 Volts. Also, the CA2/CB2 outputs at 
pin 19 and 39 will alternate. The Blanking circuitry is now also active and triggered by PA2 from 
the display PIA U51. At display PIA U51, PA7 can be tied to GND and will not alternate.

You can follow the signals until the base from the power transistors (TIP..). A stuck output can be 
caused by a defective output from the PIA or it can be jammed by a defective 7402/7408 port (or 
both can be defective with the 2N4401/TIP transistors as well....). A problem in the Blanking 
circuitry can also cause the PIA signals not to reach the power transistors.

During the I/O test you can test the special coil circuitry. If a special coil input is not active, the 
belonging transistor won't be active to. Now make an input active by connecting it to GND at 
CN18. Now, the base of the 2N4401 and TIP transistor will alternate. Use an oscilloscope or Logic 
Probe to measure and follow these signals. Check the 7402 OR ports and transistor in case of 
problems. Also the 6V2 zenerdiodes protecting the inputs are sometimes defective.



Switch Matrix PIA U38 is a special case. Port A acts as an input port, port B are all outputs. 
Observe all the outputs at connector J8. They all should be solid at +5 Volts. Now activate an input 
at J10 by connecting it to GND e.g. J10 pin 1. Now the belonging output at J8 pin 9 will alternate 
between 0 and 5 Volts too. Repeat this for all inputs. Check the input NAND ports or the output 
transistors if there is something wrong here. The signals are easy to follow to and from the PIA. The
PIA itself can be the source of the problem also of course.

Note: The J10 and J8 connectors are mirrored. If input PA0 J10 pin 9 is active, the PB0 J8 pin 1 
output will alternate.

NMI and socket U26 test

After generating an NMI the test program will start to test the presence of the memory range 
between $4000 and $7fff. You need to install the WMS_sys11_U26_test Eprom to execute this test. 
If the this testeprom is not present the test will be skipped by the testprogram.

You can start the test by generating an NMI. Do this by pressing the CPU Diagnostics switch SW2 
as short as possible (you probably will introduce glitches....if 10 glitches are detected, you 
introduce 10 Non Maskable Interrupts and the test will be performed 10 times which can be a bit 
annoying....). 

As soon as an NMI is detected by the 680x processor, it starts the NMI routine and the addressline 
a8 LED will flash 1 time. Then, if the address range $4000 ~ $7fff is tested correctly, the Diagnostic
LED will flash 1 time and after that, the program will return to the I/O test. However, if due to 
glitches more NMI's are detected the test will be executed a few more times before the program 
returns to the I/O test.

If the test Eprom at socket U26 is not present only the NMI flash at the addressline LED will occur, 
the Diagnostic LED stays off and the program will return to the I/O test (if no glitches are detected).


